[Proposal of a standard method for clinical evaluation of antimicrobial agents in prostatitis--specifications of patients and criteria for evaluation of clinical efficacy].
The criteria for clinical evaluation of the efficacy of antimicrobial agents on prostatitis were proposed. Nomenclatural definition, specifications of patients and criteria were as follows. Acute prostatitis: Target infection is acute bacterial prostatitis with no underlying condition in urinary tract. The findings of swelling and tenderness of prostate by rectal examination are essential. The patients are between 16 and 69 years old. They have fever greater than 37 degrees C and pain on micturition. Microscopic examination reveals white blood cells (WBCs) in VB1 or VB2 before treatment greater than or equal to 10 cells/hpf. Viable bacteria in VB1 or VB2 before treatment are greater than or equal to 10(4) bacteria/ml. Period of treatment is for 7 days. To evaluate clinical efficacy, 3 days after administration, changes of symptoms (fever and pain on micturition) are recorded. Seven days after administration, changes of symptoms, microscopic examinations and number of bacteria are recorded. The overall clinical efficacy is graded as "excellent", "moderate" or "poor" by combining changes in the above 3 parameters. Chronic prostatitis: Target infection is chronic bacterial prostatitis with no underlying condition in urinary tract. The patients are between 16 and 69 years old. Microscopic examination reveals WBC in EPS or VB3 before treatment greater than or equal to 10 cells/hpf. Viable bacteria before treatment are greater than or equal to 10(3)/ml (GNR) or greater than or equal to 10(4)/ml (GPC). Treatment period is for 14 days. To evaluate clinical efficacy, after 14 days of administration, changes of symptoms, microscopic examinations and number of bacteria are recorded. The overall clinical efficacy is graded as "excellent", "moderate", or "poor" by combining the changes in the 2 parameters, microscopic examination and number of bacteria.